
Hack Your Willpower
#1 - Self-awareness - notice how you give into impulses, whether it 's to snack or check your email. 
Then see if you can start to catch yourself earlier and earlier in the process and notice what thoughts, 
feelings and situations triggered the impulse. What do you think or say to yourself that makes it more 
likely that you'll give in? 
Action Step: Practice meditation. By noticing when your mind wanders from your intention and goal 
it 's training the brain to 1)have clear intentions 2) notice when we're in conflict 3)remember what we 
really care about 4) control our attention and choices 
 
#2 - De-stress - When you feel stressed your body launches into “fight-or-flight” response which 
destroys our willpower. To cultivate our self-control, we want to choose the “pause-and-plan” response
—noticing our habitual responses and consciously choosing a more empowered one. 
Action Step: Breathe deeply  – the most robust way to boost your willpower in the moment. A few deep 
breaths shifts you into the physiological state of self-control. 
 
#3 - Optimize your energy - Strengthen the brain's frontal regions (whose job is to remember long-term 
goals and core values.The best ways to strengthen your prefrontal cortex are:
1) sleep 2) meditation 3) physical exercise 4) low-glycemic plant-based diet 
 
#4 - Willpower workouts - l ike a muscle, you can exercise it to make it stronger, but you can also 
exhaust it, leaving it depleted. Build your willpower muscle with small exercises that strengthen it but 
don’t overwhelm it completely. Action Step: Practice baby steps. 
 
#5 - Remember your “why”. How will you (or others) benefit from the better choice? What is the payoff 
for you personally? Who else will benefit if you succeed? Are there others that depend on you and are 
affected by your choices? How would your success help them? Is some discomfort now worth it if you 
know it is only a temporary part of your progress? 
 
#6 - Evolve your identity. You need to feel like the kind of person who wants to do the right thing. Who 
do you want to become? What choices would that person make? Be that person.
 
#7 - Accept yourself. Regret, guilt and self-criticism erode your willpower. The harder you are on 
yourself, the more likely you are to have the same failure again and the bigger it 's going to be when 
you do. Action step: Practice self-compassion :  remind yourself that everyone is imperfect. Talk to 
yourself as you would to would if you were talking to a good friend. 
 
#8 - Stress test your goal. Planning for obstacles in advance allows you to be better prepared and 
more likely to skillfully navigate around or through them.
 
#9 - Wait 10 minutes. Ask yourself - What is the immediate payoff for giving in? What's the long-term 
cost? Is it a fair trade? We often chase pleasure and things that we think will feel good and often end 
up disappointed. If we start to pay attention to how those things really make us feel, we can remember 
it in the future when faced with the same choice. 
 
#10 - Engage peer support. Surround yourself with people who support you and your goals, have 
similar goals, or have already achieved them. Put yourself in the way of role models and find mentors 
who will hold you to a higher standard than you hold yourself
 
#11 - Surf the urge. Ride out the physical discomfort that gets in the way of making a difficult change. 
Any craving or emotion will eventually pass if you can wait it out and not act on it. Observe without 
reacting
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